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Abstract An increasing amount of today’s software sys-
tems is developed by dynamically composing available
atomic services to form a single service that responds to
consumers’ demand. These composite services are distrib-
uted across the network, adapted dynamically during run-
time, and still required to work correctly and be available on
demand. The development of these kinds of modern services
requires new modeling and analysis methods and techniques
to enable service reliability during run-time. In this paper, we
define the required phases of the composite service design
and execution to achieve reliable composite service. These
phases are described in the form of a framework. We per-
form a literature survey of existing methods and approaches
for reliable composite services to find out how they match
with the criteria of our framework. The contribution of the
work is to reveal the current status in the research field of
reliable composite service engineering.
Keywords Composite service · Service architecture ·
Reliability evaluation · Reliability-awareness
1 Introduction
Today, the need for advanced services is rapidly increasing,
as consumers’ needs become more demanding and com-
plex, most notably as a result of the growth in demand
for mobile devices and ubiquitous computing environments.
Composite services [1] aim to respond to today’s challenges,
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as they combine several atomic services to form a unique ser-
vice composition that provides a solution to these complex
demands. Service-oriented architecture (SOA) [2] represents
an appropriate architectural model for composite services,
enabling, even dynamically, combinations of a variety of
independently developed services to form distributed, soft-
ware intensive systems.
Composite service developers form a new kind of service
consumer group, as they act both as a service consumer and
a service provider, composing services into one ensemble
and then providing it to consumers as a single service. The
composite service must fulfill both the task goals of the ser-
vice from the composite service consumer’s viewpoint and
the business goals of the composite service provider. When
well planned, a composite service is once designed and then
dynamically managed and evolved during run-time. These
dynamic capabilities require that the design must take into
account the run-time requirements to dynamically discover,
select, and bind available services and the capability to adapt
due to changes.
Service reliability and its verification become a prerequi-
site as these new kinds of modern services are present in our
everyday life affecting several everyday functions and situa-
tions. Service reliability can be defined as the probability that
the system successfully completes its task when it is invoked
(“reliability on demand”) [3]. For composite service con-
sumer, this means that the service works correctly and with-
out interruptions and is available when required. For a com-
posite service provider, reliability has a broader meaning; the
provider is able to ‘trust’ that the service fulfills the require-
ments and works as expected. New modeling and analysis
methods and techniques are required to enable to compose
and manage reliable service compositions at run-time.
In this study, we take the viewpoints of composite ser-
vice developer and composite service provider on achiev-
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ing reliable composite service. The role of the composite
service developer consists of different stakeholders, such as
requirement engineers, architects, evaluators, coordinators,
managers, and financial controllers, which influence the ser-
vice at design time. The service provider influences the ser-
vice at run-time, having responsibilities of making the service
available for consumers and managing the service availabil-
ity. Since all stakeholders have different roles in service life
cycle, they also have interests in reliability and responsibili-
ties in achieving it. In addition to traditional service reliability
engineering, several new challenges arise in this new setup:
• How to select reliable services for a composite service?
Reliability of composite service is dependent on reliabili-
ties of its atomic services. The composite service provider
should be able to analyze atomic service reliabilities, com-
pare different selections, and be ensured about the ser-
vice actual reliability before service binding. Reliabil-
ity analysis assists in building confidence to the techni-
cal capabilities of the service. However, reliability can
have “softer”, non-technical forms that manifest themself
between things, people, or organizations. Reputation relies
on the aggregation of experiences with the service or ser-
vice provider. Further, trust is gained from a person’s or
organizations’ own experiences with a service or service
provider. These other forms of reliability also have a great
influence on service selection.
• How to ensure reliability during composite service run-
time? In addition to selecting reliable services, compos-
ite service providers must be able to verify the reliability
of the selected services and the composite service during
run-time. This requires that the service execution is mon-
itored. The monitoring unit collects and stores statistics
of the quality characteristics of services at regular inter-
vals. Based on this collected statistics, run-time reliability
analysis is required to analyze both the atomic service and
the composite service reliability by calculating the quality
metrics.
• How to manage reliability? Reliability analysis as such
is not enough for composite service providers to ensure
service reliability. If detecting undesirable changes in reli-
ability of services or the reliability requirements are not
being met, the service system must have a plan how to
act based on the analysis results. The service system must
be able to adapt itself due to changes that occur in impor-
tant characteristics of a service (e.g., reliability, reputation,
and provider’s trustworthiness) to maintain the required
reliability. To enable this, the composite service provider
needs a comprehensive service composition and monitor-
ing architecture with decision making logic. Therefore, the
dynamic nature and the run-time reliability requirements
of composite service need to be taken into account already
in requirements engineering and design phase.
Implementation of a composite service may be deployed
inside one device or into several servers across a network.
Furthermore, we believe that the future’s composite services
will apply increasingly the cloud computing environments
[4], which provides software as a service (SaaS) through a
program interface, hiding the complexity of implementation
from the consumer, allowing the composite service to scale
to the amount of consumers. In any deployment and in any
computing environment, the reliability of composite service
must still be ensured and managed. To engineer reliable ser-
vices, the composite service developer requires means, meth-
ods, and techniques for specifying reliability requirements,
bringing reliability requirements into design, selecting ser-
vices based on reliability requirements, and analyzing and
verifying reliability (both at the architectural level and on
run-time).
There already exist several studies in the literature con-
sidering reliability analysis, service selection, and quality
adaptation. In this study, we discuss the essential issues that
the composite service developer should consider when engi-
neering reliable composite services. We then define a domain
and implementation independent evaluation framework with
evaluation criteria derived from the issues in reliable com-
posite service design and execution. We perform a litera-
ture survey of existing approaches and methods for reliable
composite services, which are not restricted to any specific
domain, and examine how the approaches in the literature
respond to these criteria. Thus, the purpose of the frame-
work is to assist in revealing how the criteria are taken into
account in the current approaches in the literature, and what
is the status of the research literature considering each of the
criteria. We select nine approaches for further examination
and evaluate how these approaches consider and implement
the discussed criteria. Our literature survey also reveals the
current status in the research field, exposing the potentials,
shortcomings, and development targets.
In the next section, the essential issues in composite ser-
vice design and execution are discussed. Section 3 introduces
our evaluation framework. Section 4 describes the results
of our literature survey, which include the evaluation of the
selected approaches and the discussion about the other related
literature for each of the framework criteria. We discuss the
emerging issues of our research in Sect. 5, and finally, in
Sect. 6, we conclude our work.
2 Overview of reliable composite service design
and execution
Reliable composite service design and run-time consist of
several phases. Figure 1 describes these phases from the
composite service developer (design time) and provider
(run-time) viewpoints. Requirements engineering, service
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Fig. 1 Reliable composite service design and run-time modeling
modeling, service search, service selection and contracting,
and service binding, and execution are the traditional phases
in the composite service design and execution. The required
data sources for the traditional phases (service repository
and service registry) are described in Fig. 1 using rectangle
shapes. The new required phases to achieve and manage reli-
ability are described using the ellipse shape to separate them
from the traditional phases. New required data sources are
described using gray rectangle shapes.
We assume that the composition service developer is
an organization that develops a composite service that ful-
fills some complex consumer’s tasks. The developer spec-
ifies the functionality and quality of the service according
to anticipated, foreseen, or prespecified demand, focusing
on achieving economic goals by providing the service for
multiple consumers. Reliability requirements are achieved
using a formal requirement engineering (RE) method and
one or more requirement elicitation techniques. Reliability
requirements contain both measurable, quantitative require-
ments and qualitative requirements that end up to some
design decisions. Measurable reliability requirements for
a service must be expressed using metrics, with which
the target values can be defined. In reliability analysis,
these values are used to verify the fulfillment of require-
ments. The means to achieve and manage reliability dur-
ing run-time must be taken into account in design deci-
sions and must therefore be noted already in requirements
engineering phase. Therefore, reliability requirements must
cover the requirements for context-awareness, reliability-
awareness, and self-adaptiveness. From service-centric view-
point, context-awareness is here restricted, meaning only
that the dynamic service discovery detects if new services
(possible with better reliability) become available, whereas
reliability-awareness means that the service is aware of its
current reliability. Self-adaptiveness means that software is
expected to fulfill its requirements at run-time by monitor-
ing itself and its context, detecting changes, deciding how
to react, and acting to execute decisions on how to adapt
to these changes. This requires both context-awareness and
reliability-awareness.
Service architecture is a set of platform and implemen-
tation technology independent definitions of structure, func-
tionalities, data, management, and control of services within
a service-oriented system. Service architecture should be
modeled in a way that assists in reliability analysis and to
compare different service selections. Ideally, service archi-
tecture describes the conceptual service in a form of a ser-
vice template or as an abstract, conceptual level architecture
into which the suitable services are searched. The reliability
requirements must be brought into the architectural design in
a formal way. Usually, they emerge in a form of design deci-
sions and required qualities for services to be searched. After
finishing service architecture, the composite service devel-
oper must perform the feasibility study, inspecting carefully
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which part of the system it is rational to implement using
ready-made services offered by several service providers.
Since there exist several services that embody the same
functionality, the key in service selection is to find services
that fulfill the non-functional requirements best. For reliable
composite service, the services for the service architecture
are searched mainly based on their reliability information.
Services are commonly searched from a service repository,
which is a development time registry of human understand-
able (may also be machine interpretable) service descriptions
that can be utilized in software development. The service
repository contains usually static information about the reli-
ability of services that is subjective (i.e., provider’s adver-
tised service information). If possible, the actual, dynamic
reliability information about the services should be obtained
from the dynamic environment, possible from the dynamic
data storages. The trustworthiness of the information must
be ensured.
Reliability analysis emerges already in the design time.
The static reliability analysis can be pure architectural level
analysis, which is done in service modeling phase. In that
case, the analysis is done using the estimated probability of
failure values of services and behavioral description. This
kind of predictive analysis provides, among others, feedback
to service design and helps to detect critical services. The sta-
tic analysis can be performed also in service searching phase
using the obtained reliability values (static or dynamic, if
available). Services with low reliability decrease the reliabil-
ity of the whole composite service, and that is why reliability
evaluation is extremely important within composite services.
The analysis helps to compare the services and the different
service selections before service binding.
Based on reliability analysis, the services are selected
and possible contracts [including service level agreements
(SLAs)] are made with service providers. Service reliability
is a strong justification for selection of reliable composite
service, but it is not always enough. The weak reputation of
the service provider is a good reason not to choose a certain
service. The service reputation itself should be a justification
for selection, since it reveals how it has been experienced.
Trustworthiness, if reachable, tells how the promised qual-
ity meets the actual quality, revealing also the trustworthi-
ness of the service provider. Within devices, the status of the
device has a great influence on its selection. Finally, selec-
tion is strongly affected by the reliability of the service at
the time of selection. A highly reliable service can be some-
times unreliable or even unavailable. That is why the ser-
vice dynamic reliability information should contain both the
most recent and average reliability. The SLAs with the ser-
vice providers are a good way to save the composite service
provider side. In SLA, numerous service reliability metrics
are defined, and their values are negotiated. In design time,
for each service, several candidate services are searched. The
list of candidate services should be established from where
the suitable services can be selected when services in used
need to be replaced. The SLA contracts with the candidate
service providers should also be negotiated beforehand so
that there will not be any breaks in composite service execu-
tion when replacing services.
After service selection, the services are bind and the com-
posite service execution begins with the help of service
registry. Service registry is a run-time registry of machine
interpretable service descriptions, which includes all the ser-
vices that are available at that moment. The service discov-
ery should still continue dynamically during run-time (i.e.,
context-awareness). In the run-time, the dynamic service dis-
covery updates the lists of candidates. The SLAs still need
human inference and should therefore be prenegotiated reg-
ularly. The executed services are monitored (i.e., reliability-
awareness). The monitored data are stored in dynamic data
storage for reliability analysis purposes. Within devices, sta-
tus should also be monitored during service execution. Con-
sumers may be provided some kind of system to vote or
evaluate the service he/she just has been consumed. These
data can be used for reputation calculation for service or
service provider, and also has to be collected and stored in
dynamic data storage for analysis purposes. Dynamic data
storages store two kinds of information. The raw, monitored,
or collected data are used for analysis purposes only. The cal-
culated service reliability or reputation values are also stored
in data storage. The stored information should include both
average and the most recent values. Ideally, this information
could be available for anyone searching for dynamic relia-
bility information about the services.
Dynamic reliability analysis calculates actual reliability
values for services. After a certain time unit, it obtains the
data from the dynamic data storages to calculate dynamic
service reliability and service reputation. For trustworthiness
calculation, the analysis requires also the service provider’s
advertised service reliability information. SLA contract is
being monitored based on the reliability analysis. Decision
making unit is responsible for making decisions to ensure
and manage reliability by performing dynamic quality adap-
tation (i.e., self-adaptiveness). Usually, this means that the
unreliable services are being replaced if needed. The unit
has to clarify whether the purpose is to obtain the optimal
reliability, or is it enough that the reliability values are inside
a certain value range. If optimal reliability is selected, the
decision making unit checks regularly the list of candidate
services to inspect whether services with better reliability
are detected. If true, the services in use are replaced with
services with better reliability values. In other case, the list
is used if the reliability analysis shows that some services
in use are unreliable or the reliability of the composite ser-
vice drops below the required level. The decision making
unit maintains and updates the list of candidates according
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Fig. 2 Composite service in its deployment environment
to its own criteria for service selection, keeping services in
list in order of superiority. In addition to reliability analysis,
the SLA checking may also cause the decision to adapt.
Figure 2 describes the composite service in its deployment
environment. We do not want to limit the service definition
of our work to include only software services; thus, a service
can be defined as including both software services and device
services. Software service is “a function that is well defined,
self-contained, and does not depend on the context or state of
other services” [5], whereas a device can be defined as eas-
ily accessible computing devices that assume many different
forms and sizes, able to communicate with each other and
act “intelligently” [6]. In SOA, the services and devices are
considered as independent resources provided independently
by multiple service providers. A device provides device ser-
vices to software services, whereas a software service may
require a device to implement its functionality. A compos-
ite service is here understood according to the definition in
OASIS reference architecture for SOA [1], thus being visi-
ble to consumer as one service and being a composition of
several atomic services. A composite service is formed by
composing dynamically the available resources.
The functionality of composite service XY in Fig. 2 con-
sists of two software services: Service X and Service Y, and
one device service: Resource Z. To fully operate, compos-
ite service XY requires a comprehensive composition and
monitoring architecture that includes the required logic for
reliability monitoring, context monitoring (i.e., new services
appearing), change detection, and decision making and exe-
cuting. It uses service registry to discover services. Atomic
services are located across the network on different net-
work nodes and provided by different service providers. For
each selected atomic services (Service X, Service Y and
Resource Z), there exists alternative services in the network
that implement the same functionality. These services can
be selected instead if the reliability of the selected services
decreases. Composite service provider is the actor that pro-
vides the composite service to service consumers. Compos-
ite service provider must maintain a network of reliable ser-
vice providers, since the trust and reputation of the service
provider may be one of the service selection criteria. Service
consumers can be human user via user interface or another
service.
To guarantee reliability, the composite service must
include “means” to achieve and manage reliability. This
includes the means for context-awareness, reliability-aware-
ness and self-adaptability. Run-time monitoring system is
required to monitor the service execution. Reliability analysis
system is required to analyze the reliability of the composite
service and its atomic services. Both the monitoring system
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and the analysis system may be provided by the compos-
ite service provider himself or third-party system providers
as in Fig. 2. Dynamic data storage is required to store the
dynamic reliability information. These data are updated by
the monitoring system and by other information providers,
such as other monitoring systems, service agents and user
evaluations that offer valuable information about the actual
use of the services. The data storage provider can be com-
posite service provider or a third-party data storage provider.
3 Evaluation framework
This section introduces our evaluation framework. The cri-
teria of our framework are derived from the issues discussed
in Sect. 2. To be applicable to different context, the criteria
are purposely described in quite high level. The approaches
are inspected and discussed from the following viewpoints:
• Context of the approach: the approaches are introduced
and their main content regarding reliability is examined
• Reliability requirements and service architecture design:
the early composite service development phases are exam-
ined
• Reliability analysis: the reliability analysis methods are
inspected
• Decision making logic: the decision making involving ser-
vice selection and quality adaptation is inspected
• Composition and monitoring architecture: the means to
achieve and manage reliability are examined
• Applicability of the approach: inspection of the approach
as “a method to be applied”
Each of the viewpoints is discussed in more detailed in the
next sections.
3.1 Context of the approaches
The purpose of this section is to examine the background
of the methods/approaches. In addition to methods’ main
characteristics, the compared issues include:
• composite service definition: how does the approach define
the term composite service
• application area: where can be approach be applied
• main content: what is the main focus of the goal of the
approach
• expected benefits: what can be achieved by using the
method/approach
Currently, in the context of Web services, a service is often
defined to include only software services, whereas in the
context of pervasive/ubiquitous systems, the service stands
for both software services and device services. The domi-
nant standards to publish and discover services, such as Web
Ontology Language for Services (OWL-S) and Web Services
Description Language (WSDL), do not enable the description
of quality of service-related information. Due these restric-
tions, many extensions to these standards have been devel-
oped [7–10] that extend OWL-S.
Service-oriented architecture and composite services have
been commonly applied within Web services [11–13]. Com-
posite Web service includes multiple Web services as part
of a composite service, providing its service to consumers
through single interface. Web services seem to be more
mature technology, since it has well-defined technologies and
standards. Also, the number of efforts at standardization of
semantic descriptions and quality description in connection
with Web services reveals its popularity and potential. The
common interest in Web services is also revealed by the num-
ber of literature surveys of the approaches considering Web
service selection and composition [12,14–17]. Recently, the
idea of composite services has been increasingly applied also
in the context of ambient intelligence (AmI) environments
[18–20], which obeys the guidelines of pervasive and ubiq-
uitous computing. Pervasive computing [21] refers to easily
accessible computing devices connected to a ubiquitous net-
work infrastructure. Ubiquitous computing [22] allows con-
sumers to complete simple or complex tasks using the avail-
able resources; the environment enables that the connectivity
of devices is embedded in a way that it is always available
and invisible to consumers. Some of the AmI systems still
employ Web service technologies and standards, and some
of them relate to services of different technologies, such as
UPnP [23] or OSGi [24].
The main focus of the methods/approaches inspected in
this survey is to enable reliable composite service. The
approaches may still have different ways and methods to
achieve the main focus. Therefore, the main emphasis of
the approaches can vary between reliability analysis meth-
ods, service selection methods, monitoring architecture, etc.
Also, the expected main benefits of the methods may vary
due to different main contents.
3.2 Reliability requirements and service architecture design
The purpose of this section is to examine how the require-
ments affecting reliability are engineered, modeled and
brought to the architecture design. The inspected issues
include:
• reliability ontology: the structure and description format
of reliability-related information
• reliability requirements: the content, engineering process
and description format of requirements affecting compos-
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ite service reliability and the means to achieve and manage
reliability
• transforming reliability requirements into architecture
design: description of how the requirements affect the
design
• composite service architecture description: the description
of service architecture based on the requirements engineer-
ing.
3.2.1 Reliability ontology
The use of ontologies is one of the key issues in the require-
ment engineering and architectural design enabling com-
plete, consistent, and traceable requirements and design deci-
sions. Furthermore, ontologies are a formal way to express
and share knowledge about the service in question. Require-
ments ontology describes the structure of what and how
requirements should be described, and guides the elicitation
process with stakeholders. Quality-of-service (QoS) ontol-
ogy consists of concepts and their relationships related to
quality engineering, containing quality metrics, i.e., unit of
measurements and quantitative ranges. QoS ontology facili-
tates the matching of required QoS properties with provided
QoS properties. Reliability ontology describes the struc-
ture and description format of reliability-related information,
consisting of concepts and their relationships with reliabil-
ity engineering. The capabilities of devices, such as device
quality and other attributes, should also be described in the
form of ontology. Despite ontologies, quality policies [25]
can be used to generate quality objectives, and they also serve
as a general framework for action. Policy-based computing
means that the computation constraints are specified and ana-
lyzed separately, and enforced and evaluated at run-time. To
simplify, a policy is a collection of alternatives, which con-
sists of assertions, each of them representing one require-
ment, capability or behavior of a service. On the composite
service provider’s side, policies can be used to describe the
required quality properties and the actions in service selec-
tion. At the atomic service provider’s side, policies are used
to describe and represent the provided quality properties of
services in a standardized way.
3.2.2 Reliability requirements and means for achieve
and manage reliability
Requirements describe the features or capabilities that a ser-
vice must have. Requirements must be documented, mea-
surable, testable, traceable and defined in such a detail level
that is required for service design or for searching suitable
services. Requirement can be commonly classified into func-
tional, non-functional and constraints. Functional require-
ments describe the behavior of a service that support the
tasks or activities of the user. Non-functional requirements
describe the qualities of the system, such as reliability, perfor-
mance and security. Constraints are those characteristics that
limit the development and use of the service (design, imple-
mentation, interface or physical requirements). Reliability
requirements must consider both quantitative and qualitative
requirements. The quantitative requirements are described
using metrics and are verified using reliability analysis. The
qualitative requirements are non-measurable, ending up to
some design decisions. The qualitative requirements thus
contain the “means” to achieve and manage reliability (i.e.,
the means for context-awareness, reliability-awareness and
self-adaptability).
Commonly, a lot of attention has been paid to techni-
cal solutions for making service-oriented systems, such as
service discovery, selection, invocation, composition and
interoperability [13,26,27]. Less attention is being invested
in requirement engineering for services, although the poor
and inadequate requirement engineering has been recog-
nized as one of the main reasons why software development
projects fail. Most of the traditional RE methods in the litera-
ture concentrate on functional requirements. Although some
approaches on non-functional requirements (NFR) engineer-
ing exist, there is still no agreed or clear pathway on how
to derive NFR from business goals, how to transform them
to design and how to verify whether they are met. Also,
the transfer from the RE tools to architecture design tools
is weak when considering requirements traceability. Non-
functional attributes exist on the composition level as well as
on the atomic service level, which complicates their defini-
tion, representation and analysis. Very often it is also difficult
to understand satisfaction criteria of non-functional require-
ments.
The existing requirement engineering methods can be
applied also in the case of services, but they are inadequate
as such. Service orientation brings several new challenges
into requirement engineering. These challenges are derived
the special features of service-oriented computing, but also
the goals and business objectives of the service providers.
Although service should be developed to satisfy the needs
of the service consumers, the service may have a signifi-
cant impact on providers as well. The conflicting service
needs of different stakeholder groups must be communi-
cated and negotiated. The real challenge is that the actual
service consumer is not usually known in RE phase or cannot
be reached for requirement elicitation. Service development
needs to deal more with uncertainties, which must be recog-
nized and anticipated by the requirement engineering phase.
For example, decisions affecting the service capacity, i.e.,
number of requests the service can handle without affecting
its reliability and availability, must be done before know-
ing the amount of future consumers. Furthermore, the final
deployment environment may not be known in RE phase,
but the boundaries are set during the RE phase. The roles
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and responsibilities of services are also difficult to define,
since the final composition of services is not always known
in RE phase, and service roles can vary as the composition of
services changes. The requirements for reliability-awareness,
context-awareness and self-adaptability also bring new chal-
lenges. According to design for adaptability guidelines repre-
sented in [28], entirely new actor, adaptation designer, needs
to be introduced to define adaptability concepts. In addition,
to be able to monitor itself and the context, detect changes,
decide how to react and act to execute decisions, the self-
adaptive software requires a management system that imple-
ments the decisions in a controlled way.
3.2.3 Transforming reliability requirements into service
architecture design
After requirements engineering, the composite service archi-
tecture must be specified by dividing the specified system
tasks into abstract, conceptual level services. The require-
ments are brought to the architecture by mapping them onto
the architectural elements, when the fulfillment of require-
ments becomes the responsibility of the services. The quality
requirements are transformed into design decisions, i.e., the
properties that the composite service has to have. The con-
ceptual services are initially defined in a service template
form or as a conceptual architecture; the concrete services
for each conceptual service are determined either before run-
time or dynamically at run-time. The service architecture
should be described in a formal way, e.g., using Unified Mod-
eling Language (UML) [29], which is a standard and widely
accepted modeling language. As such, the UML is inade-
quate to express quality in design, but it can be extended
by specific profiles to support certain quality aspects. Pro-
files for Schedulability, Performance and Time [30], and for
modeling the QoS and Fault Tolerance [31] have already been
suggested.
3.2.4 Composite service architecture description
A service-oriented architecture is a collection of services that
communicate with each other by exchanging data or by coor-
dinating some activity with two or more services. Service
architecture is the first asset that describes the composite ser-
vice as a whole. For each composite service, the service archi-
tecture is a unique structure of its building blocks, i.e., ser-
vices, and a description of how data, management and control
flow between these services. Architecture can be described
with different details depending on the purpose, e.g., for the
reliability analysis, the architecture should be described in a
way that enables the analysis performed in the analysis phase.
Architectural description can also have different abstraction
levels. The conceptual level means delayed design decisions
concerning, for example, functionality. Concrete level refines
the conceptual designs in more detailed descriptions.
3.3 Reliability analysis
The purpose of this section is to examine how the reliability
of the composite service is analyzed, both at the design time
and run-time. The examined issues include:
• analysis level: applicability of the analysis to different
phases of composite service development and execution
• data source for the analysis: the data source for the analysis
and the trustworthiness of the source
• analysis technique/method: the complexity and applica-
bility of the reliability analysis method
• analysis output: what is achieved with the analysis.
3.3.1 Analysis level
Composite service reliability analysis can be divided into
static and dynamic analysis. Static analysis is architectural
level analysis, performed before service binding and exe-
cution. In the ideal situation, architectural level reliability
analysis can be performed purely on the conceptual abstrac-
tion level prior to making any implementation-related deci-
sions, such as selection of services. This kind of analysis
has several benefits, such as the reliability problems can be
solved more easily, and modifications are easier and cheaper
to implement. The analysis also helps to detect the most
used and therefore critical services of the system; special
attention should be paid to how to ensure the reliability of
those services. The effects of the design decisions of sys-
tem reliability can be detected beforehand, and the required
design decisions to ensure reliability can be made based on
the analysis. This kind of predictive reliability analysis can be
performed using the estimated probability of failure values
of services and behavioral descriptions. The most used way
to perform static reliability analysis is in service selection
phase by analyzing service reliability with selected services
before system deployment and execution. This kind of analy-
sis helps to compare different service candidates before final
service selection and binding. The analysis can be performed
by using reliability information available about the services
(static or dynamic).
Dynamic analysis is run-time analysis that occurs during
composite service execution. For dynamic reliability analy-
sis, composite service provider needs to achieve dynamic,
actual information about the quality of the services through
active monitoring of service execution and possible feedback
from the previous service consumers. As a result, the analy-
sis projects the probability of failure of individual services
that form the composite service, and also the probability of
failure of the composite service with these selected services,
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enabling also detection of changes in service quality. The
dynamic analysis also provides information about the actual
usage profile of the system.
3.3.2 Data source for the analysis
Acquiring data from the candidate services for reliability
analysis is also a great challenge. Usually, service providers
make this information available whether by advertising it
or providing an interface to access the data. Either way,
the quality information is subjective and static. Different
approach is to collect quality information by utilizing the
earlier consumers of a service. Earlier consumers provide
objective insight into the service and can therefore provide
valuable information for service trustworthiness and reputa-
tion evaluation. Another approach is to trust in a third party
to collect information or to rate certain service providers.
This approach is expensive and inflexible in a dynamic envi-
ronment where changes occur constantly. The safest way to
collect objective data is the use of monitoring systems that
actively observe the execution of services, collect statistics
and calculate the actual, realized values of the quality met-
rics of the service. Since reliability is generally an execution
quality of software, monitoring helps to achieve the actual,
dynamic quality of the services.
3.3.3 Analysis method
The first service-oriented reliability analysis methods
appeared in 2003–2005 [32–34] and several promising
approaches have been suggested since. Traditional reliability
analysis methods can be roughly classified into quantitative
and qualitative methods. The quantitative reliability analysis
computes the failure behavior of a system based on its struc-
ture in terms of composition (i.e., services and their inter-
actions), and the failure behavior of the services and their
interaction. Methods employing quantitative techniques are
further classified into state-based, path-based and additive
models [35]. State-based models use the probabilities of the
transfer of control between components to estimate system
reliability, whereas path-based models compute the reliabil-
ity of composite software based on possible execution paths
of the system. Additive models address the failure intensity of
composite software, assuming that the system failure inten-
sity can be calculated from component failure intensities.
The qualitative reliability analysis consists of reasoning the
design decisions (e.g., fault tolerance and recovery mecha-
nisms) and their support for the requirements. By analyzing
and reasoning about one architectural solution, qualitative
analysis provides assurance that the requirements have been
addressed in the design.
Traditional reliability analysis approaches can be applied
in the context of composite services, but only at the archi-
tectural level, where the analysis is based on static informa-
tion. The suitability of architecture-based quantitative reli-
ability analysis methods for component-based software is
analyzed in [36], according to which, although there are
several methods available for reliability analysis, they still
have serious shortcomings that restrict their application in
the industry. These shortcomings include lack of tool sup-
port, weak reliability analysis of atomic software compo-
nents, and weak validation of the methods and their results.
The architecture-based reliability models cannot be used dur-
ing service execution, since they assume that the reliability
of components is known or can be estimated, the architec-
ture is stable, and the connections among the components are
reliable.
3.3.4 Analysis output
For composite services, there are two levels of reliability:
atomic service reliability and composite service reliability.
Atomic service reliability is the reliability of the service as an
independent unit. Drawing the line and isolating the service
from its surroundings for reliability analysis are still hard,
since service reliability is affected by the reliabilities of the
services it requires to operate and also by the reliability of
the context, i.e., the operating environment. The reliability of
the atomic service is often advertised by the service provider,
and the composite service provider is forced to trust its valid-
ity. Since reliability is an execution quality, i.e., observable
during run-time, the actual atomic service reliability can be
determined only during system execution. The composite ser-
vice reliability is affected by the reliability of each service
in the composition, the reliability of the operating environ-
ment and the service interactions in the form of usage profile.
Usage profiles are of great concern in the frequency of exe-
cuting each service and each interaction between services,
and therefore, they form a complex challenge when analyz-
ing composite service reliability. When a composite service
is composed dynamically, usage profiles will be unknown
beforehand and can be observed only during execution. As
an execution quality, the impact of faults and low reliabil-
ity of atomic services on composite service reliability differ
depending on how the system is used.
3.4 Decision making logic
In this section, the purpose is to examine how and based
on what information the decisions in service selection and
adaptation are being made. The inspected issues include:
• type of data for decision making: description of the type
of data, which is used in decision making
• service selection criteria: description of the criteria for
decision making
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• service selection process: description of how the service
is selected
• quality adaptation: description of how the quality adapta-
tion occurs.
3.4.1 Type of data for decision making
Service selection policies can be divided into static and
dynamic policies. Static policies are based on the static,
stable, unchangeable information about the services. This
includes, for example, license issues, technical and functional
descriptions, and any information that has been made avail-
able by the service provider, including quality information.
Dynamic policies, on the other hand, take into account the
dynamic information about the service, e.g., the current sta-
tus and the actual, dynamic quality information. Only the
dynamic, objectively observed information can be used in
reliable service selection.
Dynamic information may also have two separate aspects:
average and the most recent. Average quality information is
the long-term, measured quality of a service past execution up
to the present, whereas recent quality information concerns
the current quality of the service, measured in the most recent
time period. Highly reliable service can sometimes be less
reliable through a certain cause, such as malicious attacks, as
a sudden change in service execution can change the values
for the metrics temporarily. In some cases, the most recent
values matter more when the request for a service arrives.
In those cases, quality information should be updated in real
time.
3.4.2 Service selection criteria
There exist several studies in the literature about what infor-
mation about a service is required to enable selection of
reliable services. At the moment, there exists no agreement
about quality attributes. The work in [37] represents the W3C
Working Group’s consensus agreement as to the current set
of requirements for the Web services architecture. In addition
to [37], in several other cases such as [8,38–43], reliability
issues are considered to be relevant, after which often follow
availability, security and performance. Very often also cost,
i.e., the price for using the service, has been included as a
part of selection criteria [39,41,42,44], as well as the service
capacity [37,41,43].
Besides technical quality, selection may also be based on
softer, non-technical quality properties. Non-technical reli-
ability properties are indirectly related to service, helping
to build “trust” to the service. Trustworthiness is defined as
the degree of confidence that the software meets a set of
requirements [45]. These requirements can involve any criti-
cal requirements relating to service functionality and quality,
but also to non-technical properties, such as licensing and
characteristics of the service and service provider. The con-
cept of reputation is closely linked to trustworthiness, mean-
ing “what is generally said or believed about a person’s or
thing’s character or standing” [46]. User experiences, feed-
back about the actual use of the service, and general opinion
build the reputation of the service, and often also the reputa-
tion of the service provider. Trustworthiness can be achieved,
for example, by comparing the advertised quality provided by
the service provider with the actual quality. Reputation-based
approaches are usually based on user feedbacks and/or sys-
tem/user monitoring. For device services, information about
dynamic quality is required as well, but also information
about its technical details. Furthermore, within devices, the
status of the device has a great influence on its selection.
Status information can vary depending on the service and
the service domain. For example, the location of the ser-
vice compared with the requestor must be known when the
selection is based on geographical distance. The amount of
current CPU or memory usage and free disk/memory space
can effect selection and so can data transfer speed and relia-
bility of transfer. Therefore, the status of services at the time
of selection should be checked and also monitored during
service execution.
3.4.3 Service selection process
Reliable service selection can be roughly divided into three
phases: service search, dynamic information gathering and
selection. At first phase, available services are searched tra-
ditionally, based on static information, using, for example,
the standard publishing and finding techniques. The required
policies are compared with the provided policies, and the
candidate services are selected for further comparison. In
the second phase, the actual, dynamic information about
the identified candidate services are gathered. The reliability
information is collected, for example, to dynamic data stor-
age, through an active monitoring of the service execution or
through user feedbacks. The information is used to calculate
values for service reliability metrics. These values denote
the actual reliability of the service. For device services, the
status of the candidate and currently available services is
being checked. In the third phase, the best suitable service is
selected. The requirements are compared with the achieved
dynamic reliability data, the status information, preferences
and priorities. Matching engine/algorithm is required to com-
pare the required quality characteristics with service dynamic
quality policies. The decision making unit must have rules
how the selection is made using these criteria, and what are
the priority and preferences of the selection criteria. Trade-
offs has to be made, for example, is the better reputation better
than distant location of the service. The reliability analysis of
the composite service can be done with real reliability val-
ues. The analysis gives estimations about the reliability of
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the composite service with these selected services. Services
can still be changed, and the reliability of the different alter-
native compositions can be checked before the final service
binding.
3.4.4 Quality adaptation
The classification of adaptability properties by Horn [47]
serves as the de facto standard in the domain, including
self-configuring, self-healing, self-diagnosis, self-optimizing
and self-protecting. Self-configuring, self-healing and self-
protecting assist also in achieving reliability. These proper-
ties require self-awareness and context-awareness to oper-
ate. Self-configurable composite service can configure itself
automatically in response to changes. With the help of self-
configuration, the service composition can be configured
when services with better reliability are detected or the reli-
ability of the services in use declines. The purpose of self-
configuration is whether to achieve optimal reliability or the
reliability that satisfies the requirements. Self-healing maxi-
mizes reliability of the system by discovering, diagnosing and
recovering from failed services. The means to attain depend-
ability [48] are applicable in anticipating potential problems
and acting to prevent failures. The purpose of fault preven-
tion is to prevent the occurrence or introduction of faults.
Fault tolerance tends to prevent systems from failing in the
presence of faults, consisting of error detection, and system
recovery through error and fault handling. Fault removal indi-
cates a reduction in the number and severity of faults during
the use of a system through corrective or preventive main-
tenance. Fault forecasting estimates the probability of faults
and failures according to the current and future behavior of
the system, as well as the consequences of projected faults.
With self-protection, a system prepares itself to defend from
malicious attacks by detecting security breaches and recov-
ering from their effects.
Six questions for eliciting requirements for a self-adaptive
system can be identified [49]: where is the need for a change;
when a change needs to be applied, what needs to be changed;
why is a change needed; who should implement the change;
and how the adaptable artifact is changed. From the archi-
tectural point of view, dynamic adaptation requires special
architectural elements that must be taken into account in
the composite service RE phase. Run-time monitors are the
“standard” solution to assess the quality of running applica-
tions. A monitoring system must be available to monitor the
service execution, and a collection mechanism is required to
gather user feedback, ratings, etc. The monitor and collec-
tion mechanisms store statistics of the quality characteristics
at regular intervals, which are then used in reliability analy-
sis by a calculation unit that calculates the quality metrics
at regular intervals to maintain dynamic quality information
on the services. The decision making unit is responsible for
detecting when and where the change is required and what
needs to be changed and how. The decision making unit
compares the results of the reliability analysis against the
composite service requirements, and also the history data, to
detect when a response to a change is required. After detect-
ing where the change is required, the decision making unit
decides what needs to be changed and how the change should
be implemented. The decision making process should occur
during run-time and should not require human inference. In
addition to adaptation, the decision making unit must have
rules determining how the selection of replacement services
is to be made. The decision making unit must have strictly
defined selection criteria, and the priority and preferences of
the selection criteria. Trade-offs must be made, for example,
with respect to the higher reputation over distant location of
a service.
3.5 Composition and monitoring architecture
In this section, the means of the approaches to achieve and
manage reliability are examined. The required elements of
the composition and monitoring architecture are inspected in
more detail. These issues include:
• dynamic list of candidate services: a back-up plan in the
case of failure or decrease in quality
• run-time service monitoring: the monitoring activity of the
service execution
• SLA monitoring: monitoring of the contract between
atomic service providers and composite service provider
(here in a role of a service consumer)
• feedback collection system: how the data are achieved for
trustworthiness and reputation evaluation.
3.5.1 Dynamic list of candidate services
In the case of failure or unfavorable change, a composite ser-
vice must have a ready-made plan how to act to guarantee
the continuous service execution. For reliable composite ser-
vice, this back-up plan is usually a list or a pool of candidate
services, i.e., for each abstract service, there is a possibility
to bind it to a set of functionally similar concrete service.
Ideally, the reliability of these candidate services has been
verified beforehand. By keeping services in list in order of
superiority, the next service is already preselected when a ser-
vice in use needs to be replaced. This list should be updated
dynamically, i.e., it should always contain the best available
candidates.
3.5.2 Run-time service monitoring
Recently, quality awareness has been seen as a persistent
challenge in service computing [13,26,50]. Some attempts
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have been made to standardize service monitoring; how-
ever, none of them have been commonly adopted. Web Ser-
vices Distributed Management (WSDM) [51] is a promising
OASIS standard for controlling and monitoring the status of
other WSDM-compliant services. The specification defines
how to represent and access the manageability interfaces of
resources as Web services, how to manage Web services as
resources, and how to describe and access that manageabil-
ity. The earlier studies of fault monitoring approaches and
tools, such as [52], reveal that although there are numerous
approaches for implementing monitors, most of the tools are
for research use only. Thus, although there is an enormous
demand for monitoring approaches, the concept of how to
implement it is not mature. The huge amount of papers con-
centrating on service systems monitoring reveals that there
is a great demand for execution-level quality verification.
Commonly, the monitoring-based approaches monitor
only the selected services. Monitoring all available candi-
date services, such as in [40], seems unsuitable since a large
amount of services may exist. When monitoring only the
selected services, the dynamic quality of candidate services
cannot be verified when the selected services need to be
replaced. A good solution could be a dynamic list of suit-
able candidate services, such as in [53], which quality is
monitored and updated regularly.
3.5.3 SLA monitoring
A SLA is a legal negotiated agreement between a service
provider and a consumer, defining the “level of service” for
each area of the service scope. It describes the agreed-upon
terms with respect to quality of service and other related con-
cerns, such as price, being also a guarantee of the promised
quality. Further actions and possible sanctions have been
negotiated in SLA as, for example, if the requirements are
not being met. Web Service Level Agreement (WSLA) [54]
focuses on specifying and monitoring SLAs for Web ser-
vices, but it does not address the modeling and management
of the QoS of composite services.
In the case of SLAs, the composite service provider acts
as a service consumer, requesting and using atomic services
as a part of his/her composite service. To be useful for com-
posite service provider, the use of SLAs requires the SLA
monitoring. If the SLA agreement is not met, the composite
service developer must have the means for selecting alterna-
tive services to guarantee the availability and reliability of
his/her composite service. For these alternative services, the
composite service provider needs a list of trustworthy service
providers and prenegotiated SLAs with each atomic service
providers. In an ideal situation, the SLA negotiation could be
automated; an element is required to search alternative ser-
vices and negotiate the SLAs, such as mentioned in [55]. The
use of SLAs in dynamic service composition could be easily
applied into approaches that already enable to bind abstract
services to a set of functionally similar concrete service.
3.5.4 Feedback collection system
Consumers’ experiences provide “actual” insight into the
services and are therefore a good information source for
analyzing the softer forms of reliability. Many of trust
and reputation-based approaches, especially the agent-based
approaches, rely quite heavily on service final consumers,
such as ratings from previous use of services and consumer
feedback. The feedback can be explicit (e.g., the consumer
fills out a form in consultation with the human user, such
as in [41]) or implicit (the agent infers the consumer’s rat-
ing based on heuristics), or the service consumer provides
a rating indicating the level of satisfaction with a service
after each interaction with the service (e.g., in [56]). Besides
being subjective, the other drawback of the reputation-based
approaches is that in the case of composite service, the feed-
back or rating for single services is hard to obtain, and it only
gives insight into the average behavior of the service. Collect-
ing data while the service is interacting with the consumer
(e.g., in [57]) could give an objective insight into the actual
reputation of the service. However, the major drawback of
reputation-based approaches is that they are as such inade-
quate to ensure the service reliability during run-time since it
cannot detect the sudden changes during service execution.
According to the literature survey in [58], the current
trust and reputation systems are almost centralized where
a central QoS registry is deployed to collect and store QoS
data from Web service consumers [44,57,59]. However, the
disadvantage of these UDDI-based approaches is that the
UDDI server may become outdated in a dynamic environ-
ment where changes occur continuously. Therefore, the peer-
to-peer Web services with decentralized trust and reputation
techniques provide more reliable and available service sys-
tems. On the other hand, these decentralized approaches seem
more complicated than centralized methods, involving a lot
of communication between elements, such as in the approach
described in [60] where QoS registries are organized in a P2P
way to collect QoS feedback from consumers. Each registry
is responsible for managing reputation for a part of service
providers.
3.6 Applicability of the approach
To assist the composite service developer and provider to
engineer reliable composite service, the approach/method
should, above all, provide guidance for all stakeholders in
their responsibilities to achieve reliability. In an ideal situ-
ation, the method should not require special user skills, but
rather use of the method should be included as a part of
the method user’s normal activities. The financial cost and
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investments of introducing the method must be known, as
well as the amount of work required to implement it. To be
easily introduced, the method should be mature, i.e., there
should be some kind of evidence about its use, applicability,
benefits and costs. Mature methods are validated or used in
the industry. For mature method, also tool support usually
exists.
4 The results of the survey
In this section, the methods and approaches which can
be applicable in developing reliable composite services as
described in Fig. 1 and Sect. 2 are examined. Since the num-
ber of reliability-related work in the literature is large, we
had to restrict the scope of our survey. We therefore define
the criteria for the selection of approaches for this survey
and concentrate only on the methods that fulfill these crite-
ria. However, since we made an extensive literature survey,
we also discuss some emerged issues revealed in the sur-
vey. We conclude the current status of the work in the liter-
ature considering the criteria and refer to some other related
approaches. Some approaches were applicable only to certain
framework criteria, but brought new viewpoints, thoughts or
ideas to the discussion.
The selection criteria for the detailed inspected approaches
were the following:
• The approach had to concentrate on composite services.
The traditional software systems differ in many ways from
the service-oriented systems, and therefore, development
methods and approaches suitable for them are not applica-
ble for service-oriented systems. The features such as
model-driven, evaluation-based and policy-based comput-
ing [61], and run-time behavior such as service discov-
ery, selection, composition and monitoring are typical to
service-oriented systems. Composite service is here con-
sidered as a wide, distributed entity; the composite service
must not be restricted to one device.
• The approach had to concentrate on reliability. The
approaches concentrating “softer”, non-technical reliabil-
ity, such as reputation, trust or trustworthiness can also be
included as long as they provide a formal way to achieve
it. Approaches including reliability as a part of their QoS
property can also be included as long as reliability has its
own metric in analysis.
• The approach had to be applicable in service-centric con-
text. User-centric contexts [62] promote applications that
move with consumers and adapt according to changes in
the available resources. Service-centric contexts [63] pro-
mote applications that allow for service adaptability, deal
with service availability and support on-the-fly service
composition. Context-awareness allows systems to detect
changes, such as detection of a new service or device offer-
ing services with better quality, failure of a service in use
or a decline in its quality and an inappropriate change in
service status. Service-centric context is more convenient
from the composite service provider’s viewpoint, since the
provider needs context-awareness for detection of new ser-
vices.
• The approaches had to be applicable to any domain. As
long as the domain was not restricted, we wanted to include
papers considering different application areas and tech-
nologies, such as Web services and pervasive/ubiquitous
systems.
• The approaches had to be applicable for composite service
developer and provider. The approach had to assist the
developer both in composite service engineering and in
reliability engineering, considering all the phases in Fig. 1.
4.1 Context of the approaches
4.1.1 Introduction of the selected approaches
A hierarchical reliability model for service-based software
system (Wang et al. [53]). The approach provides a model-
ing framework to analyze reliability of data, service, service
pool and composition. The composition of services is mod-
eled as a workflow of processes, and the reliability model is
constructed of atomic, simple and composite processes con-
nected by the control constructs and corresponding transition
rules. The system reliability is modeled from the static and
dynamic viewpoints. The static model can be used for early-
stage quality prediction, before service deployment, and is
generated by transforming the service process model into
discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) model. The dynamic
DTMC model is dynamically constructed by run-time moni-
toring of the service execution paths. The monitoring is used
to detect changes in the system composition, configuration
and operational profiles, adjusting the reliability model con-
tinuously. These are obtained from the logged operating pro-
files in the form of transition probabilities between services.
A service pool mechanism is used for providing run-time ser-
vice redundancy, maintaining a local index of the available
alternative services. A prototype is provided, through use of
which the reliability models can be automatically established
and continuously adjusted. The approach is not restricted to
any particular domain, but it requires that the services are
described with OWL-S.
Context-aware dynamic service composition in ubiquitous
environment (Tari et al. [64]). The purpose of the work is to
enable the seamless integration of smart objects in a ubiq-
uitous space. The approach provides a design architecture
including planning algorithms and monitoring mechanism
for dynamic service composition. The approach separates the
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concepts of abstract and concrete services. The service com-
position architecture consists of three types of plans: abstract
template and optimal plans, and a concrete execution plan.
The template plan is created using rule-based techniques,
containing all possible abstract services that could compose
the service. The optimal plan is created by selecting the best
abstract services candidates according to their reputation and
the complementarity of the parameters. Finally, the execution
plan is created by selecting concrete services based on their
quality of user experience (QoE) value, which is weighted
according to user preferences, user’s context and the environ-
ment context. The execution plan is monitored. The adapta-
tion enables replacing the concrete services by another or
even updating the optimal plan. The approach introduces a
QoS-based learning mechanism, which rewards a concrete
service after execution, and calculates its new quality para-
meters and estimates the new reputation of its abstract service
accordingly.
QoS-driven run-time adaptation of service-oriented archi-
tectures (Cardellini et al. [55]). The approach provides a
methodology for run-time adaptation of service systems to
meet its QoS requirements in its operating environment. The
approach uses two-level grammar to model the class of SOA
systems managed by MOSES (MOdel-based SElf-adaptation
of SOA systems) framework; the first level specifies the struc-
ture of the considered composite service, whereas the second
level defines the production rules for each abstract service.
The MOSES bases on the idea of binding each abstract ser-
vice to a set of functionally equivalent concrete services. The
MOSES framework requires as an input a set of candidate
concrete services and the description of the composite ser-
vice provided using a workflow orchestration language. If
the description is verified belonging to the class of SOA sys-
tems, the behavioral model of the composite service is built.
If a relevant change in the operating environment is detected
by the monitoring activity, the model is dynamically used to
calculate a re-arrangement of the available concrete services.
The QoS of a composite service is calculated by recursive
rules using the QoS of the concrete services, the way they
are orchestrated, and the usage profile of those services. The
behavioral model is used to build the template of an optimiza-
tion problem, which parameters are derived from the SLAs
negotiated with the composite service clients and providers,
and from a monitoring activity. The adaptation policy is to
select the best implementations of the composite service in
a given scenario optimized in a given environment. MOSES
can be applied to any composite service whose orchestration
pattern matches the first level of the grammar. A prototype
of the MOSES implementation is currently provided.
Reliability modeling and analysis of service-oriented archi-
tectures (Cortellessa and Grassi [65]). The approach pro-
vides a methodology for reliability modeling and analysis
of SOA. The model for reliability prediction is based on a
probabilistic flow graph, which is enriched with statistical
information needed to support the prediction. This includes
the pattern of requests addressed to other services and the
information about the internal reliability of a service asso-
ciated with each stage of the flow graph. Transitions from
node to node of the flow graph follow the Markov property,
but is extended with other kinds of control flows allowing
more than one external service request to be specified within
each node. The model evaluation algorithm takes the client-
side perspective on reliability, assuming that the service reli-
ability can be expressed by multiplying the probability of
reaching the end state of the flow graph (calculated using
Markov process) and the reliability of the network used by
the client to access the service. The approach also presents
an architecture that implements the methodology in SOA
environment. The methodology assumes that each compos-
ite service provider publishes information concerning the
service internal structure that consists of exploited external
services, how the services are glued together, and how fre-
quently they are invoked. Three different service selection
policies are identified based on the published information.
The methodology can be used to support the selection pro-
cedure by comparing the reliability of candidate concrete
services.
A real-time reliability model for ontology-based dynamic
Web service composition (Chawla et al. [10]). The main con-
tent of the approach is a feasible real-time reliability model.
Reliability of a service is defined using the OWL-S profile
attached to each service with two parameters; desired and
marginal reliability. A service is described as a process using
a process model template (PMT) into which the suitable ser-
vices are searched. PMT is defined as a dynamic process
model consisting of structural components, which is then
instantiated into instantiated process model (IPM) by binding
components of PMT into atomic or composite services. IPM
extends the PMT with a set of placeholders for the details
how a simple component can be bound to a selected Web
service. The atomic service reliability consists of the relia-
bility of the service and the reliability of the machine where
the service is deployed. The atomic service real-time relia-
bility is calculated using the failure intensity and execution
time, and the hardware reliability using the shape and scale
parameters. The parameters for the reliability calculation are
stored in an OWL-S profile. The reliability of a composite
service depends on its structure, the degree of independence
between service components and the availability of its con-
stitutive Web services. Reliability model for each structural
component (sequence, parallel, choice and loop) is defined.
The approach supports maintaining reliability at run-time
by monitoring the service reliabilities in real time. However,
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the re-configuration of the composite service requires human
interference. A prototype of service monitoring tool is pro-
vided.
Dynamic Web service selection for reliable Web service
composition (Hwang et al. [66]). The approach provides a
method for dynamic Web service selection for reliable Web
service composition. The method is based on aggregated
reliability (AR), metrics to measure the reliability of each
configuration in a WS composition and two dynamic strate-
gies that use the computed ARs for dynamically selecting
atomic WSs for the composite Web service. The service
composition is described using Markov chains with added
states, success and failure and transition probability, and
the AR of each configuration is defined recursively from
the probability that the services are successfully executed
in the current configuration. In AR-based selection strategy,
an atomic WS is selected for each incoming operation of
the composite WS so as to achieve maximum reliability.
In composability and AR (CAR)-based selection strategy
the ARs as well as the composabilities of configurations in
selecting atomic WSs are considered. The approach takes
an iterative approach to compute the vector of aggregated
reliabilities considering the different possible mappings in
an WS composition in order to choice of which sequence
of service delegation to use. The approach can be imple-
mented using the current WS standards; however, due to
the invocation order in a set of operations, it requires using
some business process composition language. A prototype
has been developed using BPEL that implements the pro-
posed approach for specifying the invocation order of a Web
service.
A reliability evaluation framework on composite Web service
(Ma and Chen [67]). The approach proposes a service relia-
bility model both for atomic Web services and for composite
services, and a consumer feedback-based composite service
framework. The atomic service reliability bases on assump-
tions of independency of service reliability and is calculated
using time-dependent Markov model with failure intensity
and failure locating and fixing time. The approach describes
the composite service structure as nodes and the relation-
ship between nodes. Markov chain is used also to evalu-
ate the back-up services to achieve node reliability. Finally,
the aggregated composite service reliability is described as
reliability of nodes and the operation relationships of sub-
set of node set. The feedback-based framework uses feed-
back mechanism to collect QoS information from clients
consuming the service. The collected atomic service QoS
information is stored in UDDI repository, from where they
are used for composite service reliability evaluation each time
a change occurs in service composition. The framework can
be extended to include more attributes.
QoS-aware middleware for Web services composition (Zeng
et al. [40]). The approach provides QoS-aware middleware,
AgFlow, for supporting quality driven Web service compo-
sition. The main features include service quality model to
evaluate the quality of Web services and composite services,
and two alternative service selection approaches for execut-
ing composite services. The quality model defines the QoS
criteria for both elementary services and composite services.
The selection process bases on the user’s weight assigned
to each criteria and a set of user-defined constraints. In the
local optimization approach, the optimal service selection is
performed for each individual task in a composite service
without considering the global QoS. The QoS information
of each candidate service is collected, after which a quality
vector is computed for each of the candidate services. The
service is selected basing on the quality vectors applying a
multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) technique. In the
global planning approach, QoS constraints and preferences
assigned to a composite service as a whole are considered.
Every possible execution plan associated with a given execu-
tion path is generated. The selection of an execution is made
by relying on the MCDM technique. The simple additive
weighting technique is used in both approaches whether to
select the optimal service or the optimal execution plan. The
approach also includes an adaptive execution engine, which
reacts to changes occurring during the execution of a com-
posite service (e.g., component services become unavailable
or change their predicted QoS) by re-planning the execution.
Currently, the AgFlow has been implemented as a platform
that provide tools for defining service ontologies, specifying
composite services using state charts, and assigning services
to the tasks of a composite service. The service selection
approaches can be applied to other paradigms than Web ser-
vices, such as in the context of service-oriented architectures.
Toward autonomic Web services trust and selection (Maxim-
ilien and Singh [57]). The approach provides an agent-based
trust framework for service selection in open environments.
The framework includes a policy language to capture profiles
and preferences of the service consumer and the provider,
which are expressed using the concepts in the ontology. The
framework enables the service selection based on the pref-
erences of service consumers and the trustworthiness of ser-
vice providers. The approach bases on software agents that
are attached to each Web service, which communicate with
the service consumers, calculate service quality reputation
and assign a trust level to the available services. The archi-
tecture of the approach includes agency where the agents
collaborate and share data collected from their interactions
with the services. The approach provides detailed matching
algorithms, which the agents use to select services based
on the policies using semantic matching. Thus, the agents
add the quality-based selection functionality between ser-
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vice and consumers. The agents and ontologies reside and
are managed in a separate server. The services are assumed
to be described using WSDL. In the current implementa-
tion, the agents are implemented in Java, but the agent may
implement Web service interface to the client and thus allow
cross-platform consumer-to-agent interactions.
4.1.2 Comparison of the context of approaches
The surveyed approaches are summarized in Table 1.
According to Table 1, the surveyed approach seemed to
have very similar definition for composite service, except
for pervasive/ubiquitous systems [64], the definition also
included device services. We found papers representing dif-
ferent technologies; however, the offering was larger on the
context of Web services. According to our survey, OWL-S
seems to be the most popular format for Web service descrip-
tion. We found out that besides the Web services, OWL-S
seems to be used in the context of pervasive and ubiqui-
tous systems. The main content of most of the approaches
was architecture or a framework that enabled services to
be composed, monitored and analyzed dynamically. The
work described in [40,57,66] concentrated clearly on service
selection problem, and the works in [10,53,65,67] concen-
trated strongly on reliability analysis, providing reliability
evaluation framework or models. Service composition plan-
ning was the main content in [64] and run-time adaptation in
[55]. The expected benefit of each approach was the reliable
or trustworthy composite service, although the approaches
had different levels and methods on how to achieve it. These
issues are discussed in more detailed in the next sections.
4.2 Reliability requirements and service architecture design
4.2.1 Evaluation results
Table 2 summarizes the selected approaches from the RE and
architecture design viewpoint.
Of the surveyed approaches in Table 2, only [40,57] sup-
ported ontologies. The approach described in [57] suggests
QoS ontology, which is used in service matchmaking by
enabling service providers express quality policies and ser-
vice consumers express quality preferences. The QoS ontol-
ogy has three levels; the upper ontology includes the basic
characteristics of all qualities and their main concepts. The
middle ontology specifies domain-independent quality con-
cepts, such as reliability, availability and security, which are
then completed by a domain-specific lower ontology. The ser-
vice quality model suggested in [40] consists of five quality
dimensions; execution price, execution duration, reputation,
reliability and availability. For each dimension, the model
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vices and operations of the element, and instructions of how
to compute or measure the value of the element.
The policy-based [57], SLA-based [55] and profile-based
[64] approaches in Table 2 succeeded to catch the require-
ments in a formal way. However, it is unclear how exactly the
requirements were elicited and engineered. Some approaches
had their own template or profile for requirements. For the
rest of the papers, it is unclear from where and in what form
does the information about the required quality come from
when selecting services. None of the papers considered the
means to verify and manage reliability during run-time in
requirements level. It is unclear how the requirements affect
the architecture in the selected approaches in Table 2, since
the mapping of the requirements to architecture was missing.
Furthermore, it is hard to discover how the design decisions
have been made since the requirements for the means for the
run-time reliability achievement and management have not
been defined.
The concept of “service architecture” was missing in
almost all approaches surveyed, or it varied what was meant
by architecture. In many cases, such as in the approaches
using OWL-S, the service architecture was described when
the services were already selected, and the architecture
seemed to be described in the form of processes. It seems
that the approaches assume that the requirements for service
are known, although most of them do not define how they are
achieved and mapped to conceptual services when searching
suitable candidates. Instead of describing the service archi-
tecture, the approaches concentrate on service description
technologies. The services were mainly described in a way
that can be utilized during run-time by registering, discov-
ering and binding services. Of the selected approaches in
Table 2, only in [10,64] is the composite service modeled
before service selection. In reliability model of Chawla et al.
[10], a service is described using a dynamic process tem-
plate. This kind of template supports the abstract service
description. The framework of Tari et al. [64] uses rule-based
techniques to construct a template for composition plan. The
major advantage of this approach is its ability to describe
abstract composite service architecture.
4.2.2 Discussion about the related literature
In our literature survey, we found that QoS ontologies have
been suggested recently in several works. The dispersion
among the works is large, which reveals the lack of stan-
dardization. However, it is clear that the benefits of ontologies
have been widely recognized. We found only few ontologies
that concentrate directly on reliability. In [68], a very sim-
ple Web Service Reliability Ontology (WSRO) is proposed,
whereas the approach introduced in [69] defines and uses the
reliability-metrics ontology for defining reliability require-
ments.
Several standards have been proposed for describing
semantic Web services, such as Web Ontology Language
(OWL), Web Ontology Language for Services (OWL-S),
Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO), Web Services
Description Language (WSDL-S) and DAML-S (DARPA
agent markup language for services). Since the existing stan-
dards do not allow description of quality properties, several
extensions have been proposed, such as [7,43,70–72]. The
approaches can be considered to be applied also in the con-
text of reliability. Several other ontologies have been sug-
gested for service discovery and matchmaking purposes,
such as [73–75]. Since there exist a multiplicity of proposed
approaches for extensions of existing standards and several
suggestions for QoS ontologies, it is hard to discover their dif-
ferences, advantages and disadvantages. However, the diver-
sity of approaches reveals that finding the services and bind-
ing them to a composition is hard due these stand-alone
solutions. Thus, more standardization is required. The dif-
ferent proposals emphasize different quality attributes, and
the definition problems, classification problems and repre-
sentation problems still exist within quality attributes. Gen-
erally, most ontology-based approaches focus on description
of static quality; they do not define dynamic quality metrics
or metrics for service status variables. So far, there seem to be
no formal framework to describe devices, but some proposals
have been suggested, such [23,76–80]. The device ontologies
enable the networked devices to discover each other’s pres-
ence on the network and establish functional network ser-
vices for data sharing, communications and entertainment.
The disadvantage of these approaches is that currently they
do not consider reliability or any other quality issues. It is still
obvious that the device ontology is a necessity to describe
capabilities of available devices in a standard way.
The need of new techniques and approaches for elicit-
ing and determining service provider and customer require-
ments has been recognized in recent research [81] but only
a few approaches have emerged. The selection of require-
ment elicitation techniques is always dependent on the sit-
uation at hand. Although there are some attempts to ratio-
nalize the selection of technique [82–84], there is no evi-
dence on that one technique is better than another. More
likely, the techniques complement each other, and the use
of two or more techniques is always better than using only
one. Formal requirements engineering methods concentrat-
ing on quality requirements exist only few. The i* framework
[85] helps to detect where quality requirements originate and
what kind of negotiations should take place, leading to the
most appropriate architectural design decision to be used in
a particular context. Extending the i* framework, the NFR
(non-functional requirements) framework [86] aims to refine
the quality requirements, consider different design alterna-
tives, perform trade-off analyses and evaluate the degree to
which the requirements are satisfied. NFR+ framework [87]
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extends the NFR Framework with measurable non-functional
requirements, bridging the gap between NFRs and imple-
mentation. These kinds of frameworks help to find the reli-
ability requirements and transfer them into the design deci-
sions. Sindre and Opdahl [88] suggest that use of the negative
form of use cases—misuse cases—can be applied in require-
ment elicitation. Misuse cases that embody negative scenar-
ios and malign actors can identify and analyze threats to
system operation, leading to reliability and security require-
ments. The DAM (Dependability Analysis and Modeling)
profile of Bernardi et al. [89] assists the requirements engi-
neers in determination of dependability requirements, focus-
ing on reliability and availability. The approach exploits use
cases/misuse cases [88] and the IEEE 830 standard for soft-
ware requirements specification [90], providing an iterative
workflow where the reliability and availability requirements
(R & AR) elicitation and documentation are addressed within
the unified process assisted by the DAM profile. The profile
enables specification of R & AR in terms of quantifiable
objectives or metrics and characterization of faults and fail-
ure. Based on accepted practices and worldwide standards,
such as UML, the approach is easy to apply in different con-
texts.
In our literature survey, we found few ontology-based
approaches that can be used within requirements. Xiang et
al. [91] outline the Service Requirement Elicitation Mecha-
nism (SREM), which is based on Service Requirement Mod-
eling Ontology (SRMO) [92], utilizing its main concepts.
The authors propose the Service Requirements Elicitation
Process (SREP), which helps to generate a requirements
model based on the concepts in ontology. The mechanism
integrates the users’ requirements models from different ser-
vice requestors, building a requirement knowledge repos-
itory, which offers service providers requirement knowl-
edge about the needs and preference of service requestors
with regard to the service offered by them. The require-
ments analysis method of Kaiya and Saeki [93] is based on
mapping between a requirements specification and ontolog-
ical elements. For example, the requirements document is
incomplete when not all elements in the ontology are related
to items in the requirements specification. The quality of
requirements, such as correctness and consistency, can be
estimated using a defined formula after mapping require-
ments items onto ontological elements. Both ontological
approaches enable the identification of consistent and com-
plete requirements, and also systematic requirement manage-
ment and further utilization.
We found some approaches that concentrated on bring-
ing quality to architectural description. The approach intro-
duced in [94] provides the means to support reliability in
design following the principles of MDA [95], whereas [96]
suggests a UML profile for the reliability domain. Also,
the DAM (Dependability Analysis and Modeling) profile
[89] is based on UML. At this moment, several UML tools
enable the creation of quality profiles, e.g., Topcased (http://
www.topcased.org) and Enterprise Architect (http://www.
sparxsystems.com). In the quality aware software architect-
ing and analysis approach of Ovaska et al. [97], the mapping
of quality requirements with architectural elements is per-
formed in a standard way. The approach also introduces a
Quality Profile Editor (QPE) tool, which enables the user to
select the appropriate metrics from the reliability ontology
and set the desired value for each property. The architecture
is described using annotated UML.
Only few approaches considered the architectural descrip-
tion of the composite service. In the approach of Ovaska et al.
[97], the comprehensive architecture description is provided,
having two levels of abstraction: conceptual and concrete.
The conceptual level is an abstract description of architec-
ture. Although the approach is meant for component-based
software, the abstraction levels can be applied within ser-
vices as well. In [9], an extension is suggested to the OWL-S
ontology framework to support dynamic Web service compo-
sition. The extension allows defining the composite services
at the abstract service level. Each abstract service is attached
with an instance pool that includes available concrete ser-
vices for the corresponding abstract service. The candidate




Table 3 summarizes the selected approaches from the relia-
bility analysis viewpoint.
Of the selected approaches in Table 3, [53,57,65] man-
aged to perform the reliability analysis already in service
selection phase, before service binding. Almost all of the
approaches enable the run-time reliability analysis; thus, the
main focus seems to be on the run-time quality verification.
However, approaches that perform exclusive run-time analy-
sis cannot know the reliability of the service selection before
the composite service is deployed, its execution has been
started and the dynamic reliability analysis has been per-
formed for the first time.
The different approaches to gather reliability informa-
tion (defined in Sect. 3.3.2) were present in the inspected
approaches (Table 3), except the use of third parties. The
analyses that are based entirely on information provided by
the service provider, such as in [65], cannot be considered
trustworthy as such but require verification of this informa-
tion. It is obvious that the dynamic quality information is
required to locate some place other than the service registry
due to constant updating. Attempts to enrich the UDDI regis-
ters with semantic-enriched QoS information to enable bet-
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ter service selection still rely on static and subjective qual-
ity information. How “right” and up-to-date the quality val-
ues are cannot be verified. Furthermore, the UDDI server
may become outdated in a dynamic networking environment
where a service may fail or become unreachable. Solution
to static information of UDDI is provided in [67], where the
service QoS information stored in UDDI is updated each
time a service is consumed. The trustworthiness and accu-
racy of the feedback information are the major challenges of
the methods that are based on information obtained from ear-
lier users of services, such as in [67]. Most of the approaches
were based on building an own service monitoring system
that was included as part of the service composition archi-
tecture. Therefore, the approaches ensured the trustworthy of
information by acquiring it by themselves, when the informa-
tion was also stored within their monitoring and composition
architecture.
All of the inspected approaches had different kind of reli-
ability analysis method. The analysis methods were mainly
based on Markov chains types of models or applied mathe-
matical formulas. Most of the analysis methods were quite
mathematical, requiring many skills from the method user.
Therefore, the applicability of those methods by composite
service developer is quite weak, unless the guide or tool sup-
port is provided for the method. The methods were provided
only as a research level; however, some of them were vali-
dated with a prototype tool. The prototypes automate some
calculations of the methods and could also provide concrete
proofs about the functionality of the method. The model-
based analysis methods, such as [53,65,67], could be easier
to be applied if the user is familiar with common Markov
chain-based analysis. The approach described in [53] even
enabled the dynamic construction of Markov process.
Almost all of the inspected approaches reached for both
atomic and composite service reliability. The results con-
tain mainly technical reliability. However, some approaches
such as [57,67] reached for softer metrics of reliability. The
approach in [67] collects feedback from consumers after they
have consumed the service. In the approach described in [57],
the consumers’ judgments about services are aggregated into
general opinions.
4.3.2 Discussion about the related literature
Although the third-party-based approaches were not involved
in the selected approaches, we could made a conclusion based
on our literature survey that there are multiple possibilities
for third parties to assists in data gathering and service mon-
itoring. The approach of Gouscos et al. [98] proposed that
a trusted third party is tracking, updating and publishing the
actual QoS of Web services. As an intermediate, Fei et al.
[99] provide a usable policy-driven monitoring framework
that can be used as a third-party QoS monitor for Web ser-
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vices. The framework includes elements for service moni-
toring and composite service adaption, providing users the
means to define monitoring models. The monitor can work
as a QoS metric value collector for a QoS registry or as a
dynamic controller in service execution to adapt service exe-
cution dynamically when QoS deviation occurs. Also, the
approach of Zeng et al. [100] allows users to define the QoS
metrics and also to define when and how the metric values are
computed. The approach introduces QoS observation meta-
model, which is then used for creating observation models
that then define the generic or domain-specific QoS met-
rics. QoS monitoring architecture includes, among others, a
metric computation engine and a Web service observation
manager, which provides interfaces that allow users to create
observation models. The approach also includes QoS data
service, which provides an interface that allows other SOA
components to access QoS information.
Most of the surveyed approaches assumed that the mon-
itoring and composition architecture also includes ele-
ments for storing of the dynamic information. Some other
approaches suggested that the environment or the extended
standards could store dynamic information. In the approach
of Yu and Reiff-Marganiec [101], the “inContext” platform
provides dynamic context information, which affects the Web
service measurement at run-time; the platform dynamically
stores the QoS metadata of registered services and allows for
updating this at any time. However, access to the data may
cost something, and the trustworthiness of the storage and the
storage provider must be ensured somehow. Lee et al. [102]
propose a dynamic service ranking extension to OSGi spec-
ification, suggesting that the contextual information can be
attached as an attribute to service instances, and it is dynam-
ically updated to keep up with changes in the environments.
The approach proposes architecture for a service composi-
tion subsystem where the availability and quality changes of
participating component services are monitored.
Most of the current quality analysis approaches are inte-
grated with service selection or monitoring approaches and
methods. The existing specifications and standards for SOA
implementations have their focus in ensuring reliable mes-
sage exchange between services [103,104]. The need for
evaluation of service-oriented architecture has been widely
recognized, but there is still a lack of common practice as to
how the evaluation should be done.
4.4 Decision making logic
4.4.1 Evaluation results
Table 4 summarizes the selected approaches from the deci-
sion making logic viewpoint.
None of the inspected approaches in Table 4 used entirely
the static information. Surprisingly, many approaches used
the most recent data in decision making when selecting ser-
vices [10,57,64,66]. These approaches can ensure the relia-
bility of the selected services at the time of service selection.
Four approaches relied entirely on the average data. Of the
selected approaches, reliability was involved almost all of
them as a selection criteria. Service reputation was involved
in two approaches [40,64], and trustworthiness of service
provider in one approach [57].
The inspected approaches had different ways of selecting
services. The approach in [57] bases on a matching algorithm
where the required QoS is matched with provided QoS. The
different kind of matching is being made in the approach
in [10] where the required service properties described in a
dynamic process template are matched with OWL-S profile
template associated with candidate services. The approach of
Wang et al. [53] introduces a pool mechanism that can rank
services according to certain criteria for selection. On the
contrast, the approach of Ma and Chen [67] did not consider
how the service is selected from the UDDI.
All of the detailed inspected approaches in Table 4, except
[65], enabled quality adaptation. Except the approach in
[10], the adaptation could occur automatically during run-
time. The run-time adaptation concentrated mainly on self-
configuration and self-healing; the services were replaced
when there was a decrease in quality of services in use, or
the services in use failed. In addition, in [55] the adaptation
occurred each time, a change was detected in the operating
environment. In the cases of [40,64], the adaptation included,
in addition to replacement of failed or unreliable services,
also the adaptation of the whole execution plan.
4.4.2 Discussion about the related literature
The non-functional-based service selection has been seen as
interesting for a while, since we found plenty of approaches
and several literature surveys of the area of quality-based
selection approaches [12,14,18,19]. Yu and Reiff-Marganiec
[12] provide first classification of non-functional-based ser-
vice selection approaches, defining three dimensions to
examine and differentiate approaches: policies- vs.
reputation-based selection information, UDDI-extensions
vs. Semantic Web Services based non-functional properties
capturing, and graphic modeling vs. ontology-based model-
ing for capturing user preferences. Sathya et al. [14] identify
criteria for quality-of-service-based service selection (QSS)
approaches; QoS modeling, QoS categorization, user pref-
erences, QoS evaluation, aggregating the evaluation of QoS,
QoS properties, level of automation, coordination distribu-
tion, agent involvement and ranking algorithm. According
to the surveys, the major lack of most of the approaches is
the representation and modeling of QoS characteristics, met-
rics and inability to evaluating the QoS parameters, the QoS
weightings, and fuzzy view on the QoS parameters between
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service consumers and service providers [12,14]. Based on
the related literature surveys considering the quality-based
service selection, we can conclude that the issue has been
inspected widely. Still, however, a standard guideline or
method of how to select a reliable service is missing.
4.5 Composition and monitoring architecture
4.5.1 Evaluation results
Table 5 summarizes the composition and monitoring archi-
tecture related issues of the selected approaches.
Of the surveyed approaches in Table 5, Wang et al. [53]
provide a promising means for fault tolerance; a service pool
mechanism providing dynamically updated run-time service
redundancy. Also, the approaches in [40,55,64,67] include
some kind list or matrix of available candidate services, but
it seems that they are not maintained dynamically. Thus,
although the list or index of candidate services exists at the
time of service selection, it is not clear what happens to the
list after selection.
The surveyed approaches used monitoring activity for
slightly different ways. The main purpose of most of the
methods was still to detect change in service composition
and quality by collecting information about the service exe-
cution and calculating the QoS values. The monitoring activ-
ity could be targeted directly to service execution or to detect
changes in system composition [53]. In addition, the moni-
toring activity was used to monitor the interactions between
the consumer and the service [57], the service usage profile
[55] or the execution plan [64]. Only the work in [55] was
based on SLAs. The SLA is used for specifying the condi-
tions for service delivery, including the quality and quantity
levels. The SLA Monitor collects information about reliabil-
ity levels experienced by the users and offered by the service
providers and notifies the adaptation manager about signifi-
cant variation of service parameters.
Of the surveyed approaches in Table 5, only two approa-
ches provide some kind of feedback system. Maximilien
and Singh introduce in [57] a reputation-based approach for
ontology-based dynamic service selection that is based on
agent framework. The services are ranked using the quality-
degree match, which is based on “what the provider adver-
tises along with the provider’s reputation for the given quality,
and how the quality in question relates to other needed quali-
ties.” Maximilien and Singh [41] extend their work and pro-
pose an interacting multiagent approach that enables appli-
cations to be dynamically configured at run-time, adapting
the changes in preferences of the participants. The approach
takes into account that the QoS will change overtime, when
the quality data must be updated regularly. The notable
remark in this approach is that the recent data matter more in
determining reputation. The approach of Ma and Chen [67]
introduces a reliability evaluation framework that is based on
collecting consumer feedback.
4.5.2 Discussion about the related literature
Other kinds of back-up plans than a list of candidates were
uncovered in our literature survey. In the service selection
approach of Kokash [105], several configurations with good
qualities are preresolved at the service selection stage. In the
case of a failure in the chosen configuration, another configu-
ration can be chosen. The agent-based approach of Maamar
et al. [63] does the concurrent composition and execution
of services; the conversations with master-service-agents of
the next Web services ensure that these next Web services
are getting ready for execution. In dependability evaluation
framework of Zheng and Lyu [106], a fault tolerance updater
module automatically adjusts the fault tolerance strategy to
the most proper configuration with optimal Web service can-
didates. The dynamic fault tolerance seems to have poten-
tial; however, currently, the QoS includes only performance.
Hamadi et al. [107] provide a formal way for fault tolerance
already in design time with extended Petri net model for
specifying exceptional behavior of business processes. The
high-level recovery policies incorporated either with a single
or a set of tasks are generic directives that model exceptions
at design time together with a set of primitive operations used
at run-time to handle the occurrence of exceptions. However,
the approaches does not discuss how the reliability of tasks,
set of task or services are analyzed and how exactly the qual-
ity issues could trigger the exceptions. Friedrich et al. [108]
propose a self-healing approach for service-based processes,
which, on the basis of the diagnosis of the functional faults,
enables that the effects of the faults on the services can be
computed and used to generate a plan to repair the process.
The approach provides plans for repairability both for design
time and run-time, including analysis of repairability, algo-
rithms for generating repair plans and repair execution sup-
port. However, the effects of exceptions on service reliabil-
ity or any other issues relating the service reliability are not
discussed; the approach concentrates only on service output
monitoring during run-time with back-up plans if exceptions
occurs.
We found several approaches that considered device qual-
ity and status monitoring. Some common protocols, such as
UPnP [23], can be used for device advertising, discovery
and also monitoring. In the UPnP-based service monitor-
ing approach of Togias et al. [76], the UPnP devices are
equipped with instances of the UPnP ontology and ontol-
ogy management software. Also, the resource description
model of Kaefer et al. [109] uses UPnP as a service discov-
ery technology, consisting of a basic set of attributes includ-
ing QoS parameters, device capabilities and the required
resource needs. The desired objective is achieved by dynamic
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composition process, comprising functionality-based service
lookup, resource tree generation, policy-based selection and
resource-based optimization. The monitoring and analysis
framework of Truong et al. [110] is based on sensors that
monitor QoS and status of disparate Grid services by using
a peer-to-peer Grid monitoring middleware, which stores
monitoring data in distributed monitoring services. For each
type of resource, e.g., machine, network path, middleware or
application, the different monitoring mechanism is applied to
evaluate QoS attributes. The QoS knowledge base contains
analysis rules for specific metrics and resources, dependen-
cies between monitored resources, and historical QoS data
resulted from previous analyses. In the middleware-based
approach of Zhang and Hansen [111], the dynamic context
information is encoded in a set of self-management context
ontologies. However, although some promising approaches
for device monitoring already exist, they are not yet mature
for reliability analysis. For example, the approach in [76] is
hard to apply, since all the devices must be equipped with
ontological elements. Furthermore, the approach does not
consider quality issues at any level. Although the selection
process in [109] takes into account the reliability and avail-
ability of the services, the recent or dynamic quality and sta-
tus of the services cannot be verified. The approach relies on
static information about the services, since it does not provide
a method for updating the resource description model. Fur-
thermore, it does not support dynamic re-planning if some
change occurs, for example, in service execution or quality.
Use of the method in [110] is very costly since each service
needs a sensor to monitor it; thus, it is only suitable for small
systems.
We found some other service discovery and selection
approaches that were based on SLAs. The standard service-
oriented architecture suggested by Janicke and Solanki [112]
includes observer components that observe the interaction
between services, and a policy engine that constantly eval-
uates the policies against the information that is provided
by the observers to verify the fulfillment of QoS specified
in SLA. Cardellini et al. [113] extend their work presented
in [55] and introduce a brokering service that dynamically
adapts at run-time the composite service configuration to ful-
fill the SLAs. The SLAs are negotiated with each candidate
concrete service in the service pool. The approach includes
WS Monitor that notifies if some services in the pool become
unavailable or some relevant changes occur in the composite
service environment. However, it cannot detect if new candi-
date services become available. Even though the new services
could be discovered dynamically, the SLA negotiation still
requires human inference, which restricts the dynamicity and
availability of the composite service.
We found several approaches that based on user’s feed-
back in quality analysis. The approach of Li et al. [114] uses
the consumers’ feedback to define both the service reputa-
tion and service provider’s reputation. The approach uses
intelligent agents to handle the changing environment and
submit feedback to the semantic registry. The approach dis-
cusses also QoS in general, but it is hard to understand what
is meant by that since it does not give any definitions or
metrics. The approaches in [56,115] both extend UDDI to
accommodate the QoS information and introduce a reputa-
tion manager to assign reputation scores to the services based
on customer feedback and a discovery agent to facilitate the
service discovery. Thangavel and Palanisamy [115] suggest
a dynamic Web service discovery framework with QoS sup-
port, in which a reputation manager assigns reputation scores
to the services based on customer feedback on performance.
The approach uses the Certifier described in [116] to verity
the quality of service for a Web service before its registra-
tion. However, the changes in quality after service registra-
tion cannot be detected. In the approach of Xu et al. [56],
consumers rate the various QoS attributes of the Web ser-
vices they use. These ratings are then published to provide
new customers with valuable information that can be used to
rank services for selection. Reputation is the only dynamic
quality information, and it is entirely based on the opinions
of earlier users.
Some approaches integrated the user feedback-based
approaches with the quality monitoring. Zeng et al. [39] pro-
pose an extensible set of quality criteria that can be applied
to all Web services. In their approach, the consumer feed-
back activities and monitoring activities are merged; repu-
tation is achieved by average ranking given to the service
by end users, and reliability is achieved using historical data
about past invocations by calculating the number of times
that the service is successfully delivered within the maxi-
mum expected timeframe. The extensible QoS model of Liu
et al. [44] achieves the adequate data using the user feed-
back and execution monitoring. Reputation can be reached
by recording the difference between the actual quality criteria
and the advertised quality criteria from the service provider.
Each end user is required to update QoS for the service he/she
has just consumed.
4.6 Applicability of the approach
Although an enormous amount of approaches exist that con-
sider the subject of this survey, and also several promising
approaches, no accurate conclusions could be made about
their maturity. In many cases, the validation of methods
is based only on the authors’ experiments and evaluations
under laboratory circumstances, and only a prototype usually
existed. It is obvious that there is a great lack of large-scale,
industrial applications of these approaches.
To be applicable, the approaches require tool support for
several phases. It should be carefully estimated whether
the approach/method can be applied and integrated with
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the development method and tools of the composite ser-
vice developer. Generally, all the approaches lacked tool
support; however, some parts of the approaches could be
supported by existing tools. For example, currently, there
are several tools available that support at least the analysis
that is based on Markov chains [117]. For service monitor-
ing, some tools exist, such as Nagios (http://www.nagios.
com/), which is a computer system monitor, network moni-
toring and infrastructure monitoring software application and
Keynote system (http://www.keynote.com), which is a prod-
uct family of tools for testing and monitoring of mobile con-
tent applications and services. Nagios is available as open
source and used commonly in the industry, whereas Keynote
system provides commercial third-party monitors. It is obvi-
ous that the different phases of the composite service design
and run-time provide several opportunities for third parties.
The third parties can assist in monitoring services, collect-
ing feedback from users, analyzing reliability, providing data
storages, providing trustworthy information about candidate
services, ect.
The fact that the approaches surveyed exist only at the
research level and that they lack tool support hinders their
applicability in the industry. Since the publications cover-
ing industrial applications of the methods were missing, the
cost estimation of using the approaches and methods could
not be defined. It can be assumed that although the initial
cost when introducing the approach is quite large, the cost
of using the approach is small. However, introduction of the
approaches requires a comprehensive change in composite
service engineering, e.g., introducing monitoring architec-
tures and quality verification methods. Furthermore, accord-
ing to our knowledge, at this moment no public service reg-
istries exist where the candidate services can be searched.
Some attempts to kind of sort out this problem exist, such
as Xmethods (http://www.xmethods.com) that lists publicly
available Web services and their publishers, and Rackspace
Service Registry (http://www.rackspace.com) that is built in
Cloud Monitoring service enabling service tracking and easy
service discovery. The approaches surveyed have their own
registries, or they are applicable to certain service descrip-
tions in standard service registries, such as UDDI. More pub-
lic registries, possibly maintained by third parties, are needed
for service providers to advertise their services.
5 Discussion
Traditionally, a significant part of the research on achiev-
ing quality goals has been focused on software development
and its internal quality attributes as in the ISO 9126-1 qual-
ity model [118]. In recent years, there has been increasing
demand on verifying quality at service execution time. There
exists a huge amount of papers in the literature considering
quality-based service selection, monitoring of service execu-
tion and quality adaptation. This reveals that recently quality
issues and quality verification have been seen as more and
more crucial in development of service-oriented systems.
In our literature survey, we found many papers that
matched with several criteria in our framework. However,
the diversity of approaches highlights the importance of stan-
dardization, since at this moment, all these approaches repre-
sent stand-alone solutions. It is clear that more standardiza-
tion is still required in several phases, such as in the defini-
tion of terms, requirement description, architecture modeling
and reliability analysis, to enable fluent engineering of reli-
able composite services. For example, at this moment, there
exist a multiplicity of proposed approaches for extensions
of existing service description standards and several sugges-
tions for QoS ontologies; still, it is hard to discover their
applicability and usability, since they exist in the research
level only. Despite the lack of standardization, other problems
still remain that hinder the applicability of the approaches in
industry.
In our literature survey, we found out that the early
phases of composite service development were not supported
well in the selected approaches. QoS ontologies were rarely
used. Reliability requirements and means for achieve and
manage reliability were not formally defined, and there-
fore, also the influence of these requirements to architecture
design decision could not be detected. The service archi-
tecture was described only in few approaches in a concep-
tual or abstract level that supported service selection. How-
ever, all the selected approaches succeeded to perform reli-
ability analysis. This was quite confusing, since the main
purpose of the analysis is to verify that the requirements
are being met, and in several cases, the requirements were
missing. All approaches performed dynamic analysis, and
some approaches managed to perform the analysis even
when selecting services. The common problems with many
approaches were that the analysis method lacks tool support,
or the method cannot be used as such but require special
analysis models or familiarity with mathematical models.
As being mathematical and lacking tool support, the relia-
bility analysis methods currently require much special skills
and knowledge from the method user. Also, the effort for
user is great as these mathematical methods may be difficult
to integrate with current tools. However, the model-based
analysis methods could enable the automatic transformation
from service architectural description to analysis models.
Almost, all the selected approaches based their decision
making on dynamic information, which enabled them to ver-
ify the actual reliability of the service. The current reliabil-
ity, i.e., the reliability at the time of selection, was resolved
in several approaches. The approach had different selec-
tion processes for atomic services. Almost, all of them sup-
ported quality adaptation, mainly in a form of replacing the
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failed or unreliable services. Some of the approaches enabled
automatic adaptation. Most of the surveyed approaches suc-
ceeded to reach and manage reliability each in their own
way. The monitoring architecture as such can be understood
as a means for fault tolerance. Almost, all of the selected
approaches included service monitoring function. A list or
pool of candidate services existed in several approaches.
Only one of the selected approaches was SLA based; the
SLA monitoring was included only in this approach. The
user feedback collection mechanism was included only in
two approaches that were aiming at trustworthiness.
All of the approaches would be hard to apply at this
moment. First of all, they denote a big change in the whole
composite service RE and design processes, requiring the
design of a composition and monitoring architecture and reli-
ability analysis methods and models. The lack of tool support
complicates the introduction of the approaches. Finally, the
approaches are very small-scaled and restricted; some stan-
dards may be referred but the implementation is based on
stand-alone solutions. The diversity of different approaches
concerning service selection and monitoring, and quality
adaptation reveals that the concept of how to conduct these
issues is not mature. Therefore, more applied research is
needed to create standard methodology and related tools for
industry use.
In addition to standardization, some kind of new actors
are needed, possible third parties, which facilitate the work
of composite service developers by rationalizing the required
activities. First of all, these third parties could maintain the
public registries of available services from where everybody
could search services. Reliable composite service design
and execution opens other opportunities for third parties;
they could provide monitoring support, information storages
and analysis support. This means that the composite service
developer is not obligated to implement all the issues dis-
cussed in Sect. 3. However, when using third parties, the cost
and trustworthiness issues emerge as an important.
6 Conclusions
Recently, there has been an increasing demand for quality-
based service selection and verification of quality at service
execution time. A large amount of research papers in the lit-
erature exist that considers service selection based on QoS,
dynamic service composition, monitoring of service execu-
tion and dynamic quality adaptation. The purpose of our
work was to detect the current status of the research liter-
ature aiming to reliable composite service engineering. We
first defined and described the different phases and elements
in reliable composite service modeling and execution. These
phases are described from the composite service developer
and provider viewpoints when developing and managing reli-
able composite service. Then, we developed and presented
an evaluation framework with the criteria derived from these
phases. We performed a literature survey to discover the sta-
tus of research fields of the criteria. The papers that covered
the criteria of our framework best were selected for further
examination, and the way of how they consider the criteria
was evaluated. In addition, we also discussed the status of the
work in the literature and other related approaches that are
applicable to certain subset of framework criteria bringing
new viewpoints, thoughts or ideas.
The main purpose of our framework is to assist in reveal-
ing how the criteria are taken into account in the current
approaches in the research literature. Thus, it exposes the
potential and shortcomings of the approaches considering
each of the criteria. The criteria of the framework are pur-
posely high level to be applicable to different context, being
therefore domain and implementation independent. The
composite service developer requires means, methods and
techniques for each phase of engineering reliable services.
The criteria of our framework can be easily refined to more
detailed level, if taken into a certain domain and technological
context. Thus, the framework can also be thought as a domain
and implementation independent “tool” for developers for
evaluating different approaches for their own cases. The
developer can utilize the framework for detecting the poten-
tial of approaches and for creating a collection of methods
and a tool chain supporting the methods (or parts of them), to
be applicable in his/hers domain and technological context.
Our literature survey revealed that none of the approaches
fully cover all the criteria of our framework. We found out that
several promising approaches exist that claim to enable reli-
able, fault-tolerant or self-adaptable composite service, but
they still have some shortcomings. Special attention should
be paid to the early phases of composite service develop-
ment, since those were supported the weakest. There still
exist no agreed customs of how to define reliability and reli-
ability requirements, how to transform these requirements to
design and how to verify whether they are met. Generally,
the approaches surveyed did not agree on what information
is required for service selection, how to achieve this infor-
mation and how the services should be described to attain
reliability. The service monitoring and quality adaptation,
however, were supported quite well, and thus, most of the
approaches succeeded to reach reliability at some level. How-
ever, the diversity of approaches highlights the importance
of standardization in several phases in composite service
design and run-time. Several issues restrict the applicability
of the surveyed approaches in common use at this moment.
The approaches are often isolated and also not compatible
with the existing standards and practices. Most of all, they
lack tool support. The required changes in the composite
service RE and design phases also hinder the applicability
of the approaches in industrial use. None of the surveyed
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approaches could provide any validation or proof about their
maturity. However, the amount of research in the area of reli-
able service engineering reveals that common interest in the
topic is high at the moment. It is obvious that the development
of standard methodology and tools is inevitable to encour-
age industry to change their service engineering methods and
practices for engineering reliable composite services.
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